i.e., fast, high-density discharges of relatively small dimensions which are difficult to diagnose internally with good time and space resolution. Similarly, the research on tearing modes in tokamaks, which is closely related to the physics of reconnection, is limited by diagnostic difficulties, e.g., internal magnetic field topologies are inferred from external measurements or indirectly from X ray data [yon Goeler et al., 1974; Mirnov and Semenov, 1977] . Observations of reconnection phenomena in space from satellites McPherron, 1979] present the most direct measurements but' suffer from other problems: from a single spacecraft passing once through a reconnection region, the three-dimensional time-dependent phenomena cannot be mapped. Thus a detailed picture of plasma and field properties in reconnection events has not yet been obtained.
We have designed a new laboratory experiment with the purpose of performing detailed measurements on reproducible reconnection events. It differs from previous work by its large scale length, long time scale, fast repetition rate, and digital data analysis. Time-and space-resolved measurements of the magnetic field topologies in three dimensions have been presented in the first paper on this work, subsequently referred to as part 1 [$tenzel and Gekelman, this issue]. Here we wish to show complementary results on the basic plasma properties, i.e., density, temperature, and potential. These data are essential in understanding the self-consistent behavior of the coupled system. Subsequent analyses of plasma acceleration, resistivity, and dissipation depend on the knowledge of these first-order plasma parameters.
Since the experimental setup and measurement techniques have been described earlier, we will give only a brief account of the specific diagnostics used in this part and then present the measurement results. probe diagnostics [Chen, 1965] . The magnetic fields are small (Bo •-20 G) so that probes can be built smaller than an electron Larmor radius (rc• -• 5 mm) but large compared with the Debye length (h•, = 0.03 mm). Typically, planar Langmuir probes of 3-mm diameter are used and aligned with its surface normal parallel to the axis, although the orientation angle has only a small effect on the saturation currents. The probes are inserted radially with shafts which form a right angle with respect to the induced electric field. This is important because otherwise the observed potentials at the end of the probe shaft would differ from the ones at the probe tip. These differences are clearly observed when one compares the traces from radial and axial probes whose probe tips are at the same location. The reliability of the probe diagnostics is confirmed by comparison with independent diagnostic tools. In the absence of the magnetic field pulse the average electron density is measured with an X band (w > %) microwave interferometer [Heald and Wharton, 1965] . In addition, whistler waves are propagated, and the electron density is found from the measured dispersion relation k•'ca/w 2 -• %2/w(w½ -oo) [HelliWell, 1965] . Both methods yield density values which agree with the probe data to within •+_20%. The electron temperature is independently obtained from the ion acoustic speed cs --(kT•/ rni) •/• measured under similar conditions earlier [Stenzel, 1978] . The plasma potential is estimated to be accurate to within +_ 1 V.
DIAGNOSTICS

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The data discussed in the present paper were taken from one data run under identical conditions as for the magnetic field measurements in part 1, Figures 7, 8, and 11-16. We will present first the space-time variations for the density, then the electron temperature, and finally the plasma potential.
Electron Density
The density measured in the x-z plane at y --84 cm at several discrete times prior to and during the rise of the external current is displayed in Figure 2 The initial density increase cannot arise from plasma flows alone, since the time scale for flows is too long and there is no reservoir of plasma to account for a possible particle inflow. Further observations in different axial planes confirm that there is a net particle increase. Thus ionization must account for the density increase. The enhanced ionization arises mainly from heating of the bulk electron distribution, to be discussed below, rather than an increase in the cathode emission of energetic electrons which amounts to Z•I½/I½ •< 20%. Figures 2b and 2J ), while the magnetic island coincides with a density maximum (Figures 2d and 2h) .
The density increase is most pronounced at early times (0 < t < 25/•s). Measurements in intervals of
has changed from an X point to an O point, the density profile is again modified, as shown in Figures 2d and 2h . Plasma has been accelerated into the elliptical magnetic island, forming a density maximum in the center of the plane. The peak density is smaller than at early times due to a decrease in electron temperature and the slow inflow of neutrals injected at the chamber wall at x = +_75 cm.
The density profile is not only modified in the transverse direction but also axially along the bias magnetic field. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 , which shows in Figure 3a and 3b density contours in two x-z planes separated axially by Ay = +_ 15 cm around y --87 cm. The data are obtained by sweeping two identical Langmuir probes simultaneously so as to be able to observe instantaneous differences in the plasma parameters. The normalized density difference An/n shows not only large instantaneous values but also a significant mean value when averaged over an ensemble of 10 shots, as done in Figure 3 . When the magnetic field topology changes from X-to Otype neutral point (t > 100 H), the current and temperature profile are also modified. As shown in Figure 5f , the electron temperature now exhibits a maximum near the plasma center where the magnetic island is located (see Figures 10 and 11 in  part 1) . Because of the smaUer currents involved at this time (see Figure 13 , part 1) the temperature increase is lower than in the initial phase.
While Figure 5 described the transverse temperature profile, Figure 6 Figure 12b in part I) . The relative drift between electrons and ions is a possible cause of microinstabilities considered to be of great importance in reconnection regions [Haerendel, 1978] .
Measurements of the plasma potential in three widely separated planes reveal the space-time variation of the electrostatic fields. In Figure 8 The evaluation of the Langmuir probe traces also yields the plasma potential, which is the basic parameter for determining electrostatic fields. Plasma potential measurements are very difficult to perform in dense laboratory plasmas because of the large saturation currents involved and in space plasmas because of lack of a suitable reference potential. The present measurements fill the data gap which exists in this area. 
CONCLUSIONS
The present experimental results give a detailed account of the plasma properties in a dynamic recormection experiment. They are an essential counterpart to the magnetic field measurements of part 1. Several major results have been obtained. First, the presence of a space charge electric field opposing the induced electric field has previously neither been considered nor observed due to diagnostic difficulties. If space charge effects are discussed, they are usually, assumed to be localized near the end electrodes [Frank, 1976] . The presence of space charge fields has important implications on plasma resistivity and dissipation. For example, it explains, in part, the discrepancy between the frequently quoted high plasma resistivity calculated from the induced field alone [Baum et al., 1973] and the low electron heating observed. Space charge electric fields are also crucial to the acceleration of particles and explain partially the highly inhomogeneous ion flows and electron currents observed. In the presence of induced electric fields, space charge fields are not given by pressure gradients.
Second, significant electron heating has been observed, which implies an energy transfer from the applied magnetic field to particles. Density and temperature profiles become spatially highly inhomogeneous. The largest heating does not occur in the center of the neutral sheet but near its edges where significant normal field components exist. The temperature rise appears to be limited by inelastic collision processes, initially (0 < t •< 30/•s) ionization of residual neutrals (-• 15 eV/collision), subsequently excitation of line radiation (•12 eV/col!ision). Although we have shown only ensemble averaged data, there are significant fluctuations from shot to shot and within each shot (see, e.g., Figure la) . Thus the inhomogeneities and fluctuations in the plasma properties are quite similar to those observed on satellites when crossing the magnetotail .
While the present paper gives a detailed account of the electron properties, the acceleration and heating of ions will be discussed in part 3 together with a careful account of forces and anomalous drag processes. The important subject of energy transfer from magnetic fields to particles, waves, radiation, etc. will be addressed later in part 4.
